Freedom Life Church was established in 2004 in Hampton, VA. Because of its military transient membership, the church opened a second campus in San Antonio, TX. Led by Rev. Freddy Villarreal, Freedom Life uses a preaching team model, periodically allowing Freddy to personally lead services in San Antonio and also at The Chapel, a multi-campus church outside of Chicago, IL. God continues to open doors for Freedom Life Church as they have become a valuable part of the community with their connection to Virginia Unity Project. Rev. Villarreal's goal is to lead others to see what God can do and to position the church to be the light of the city.

“The local church landscape is changing, and the BGAV is ahead of the curve... The BGAV is building bridges as well as crossing them as they go farther for his kingdom.”

Freddy Villarreal
Senior Pastor, Freedom Life Church
Hampton, VA

What Is a Kingdom Pioneer?
Webster’s Dictionary defines a pioneer as a person who helps create or develop new ideas or methods. A Kingdom Pioneer is someone who is:

- relationally rich,
- gospel-centric,
- reasonable and gracious,
- has a heart for the “not-yet,”
- and believes in investing generously in shared mission.

#IAMAKingdomPioneer
BGAV.ORG/KINGDOMPIONEERS
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Advancing the Kingdom Together
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